














Highlights of 41-43 N. Delaware Drive mixed-use Riverfront Compound

Excellent proximity to NJ/commuting routes. Serene setting that’s literally
on the edge of historic Easton, walkable to many great restaurants, markets, shops,
parks, etc. Rental income has been minimal, because of owners’ use of the building.
This building is only one like it, form NY line to New Hope. West brick warehouse was 
originally a machine shop that produced metal cranks; relics which you might spot 
throughout.

NJ is just across the bridge.
Excellent opportunity to take the reins and develop the already permitted 
front units along 611 to your own specifications (as an owner-occupant, 
or if you decide to condo the units, and resell them).

Possible owner financing.

Rear half of building is 4800 square feet 1600 per unit.
Front half of building is 6000 square feet 2000 per floor.

2nd and 3rd floors are approved have plans and permits for two units on west side.
2nd floor unit has framing completed and inspected.
New stairway between 2nd and 3rd floors is completed and inspected.
2nd floor has been approved to be completed and receive a temporary CO.
New whole building city water supply system has been installed for 6 individual units.

Separate deeded condo parking lot just a parcel away is included in sale ---> 5-6 extra 
parking spaces.

Income history  
Unit 1  Owners --> $1850 = current market
Unit 2  $1850
Unit 3  $1600   (Tenant here for years)  --->  $1850 = current market
Commercial Garage space  (Owners) ---> $1100/month projected
Front 2nd and 3rd Owners storage space  ---> $3600/month projected

Possible income with 2 more units:   $10,250/month
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2020 yearly expenses   
Water            $350                                      
Sewer            $328                                      
Storm Water            $538  Building and Parking Lot 
Gas              $460   Garage and Unit 1    
Electric           $1474    Building and Unit 1  
Garbage            $900  Private Service                                     
Insurance           $4268                                      
Taxes           $12000   Building and Parking Lot (condo’d 5-6 more spaces)
5% ‘vacancy rate’(assuming $10,250/mon)   $6150

Total annual expenses:      $26,468

$10,250/mon income --->   $123,0000 possible gross rents
 minus  annual expenses       26,468

Possible net income:           $96,532

Delaware River access via a natural descending path. 
BYO canoe !



Tunnel into the courtyard/ then the red area is the approx. property (see the 
actual survey for precise lines).  The building on lower side (north) here is 
separately owned – that owner is not interested in selling at this time.

Just past this property on the north are 5-6 more parking spaces (condo’d) that go with this 
property.

However - Getter Island which is approx 5 or so acres (changes with the river height)
is also for sale with another broker:   mls #668040   
Make a zip line from your trees to the island and do a cool ‘Tenters’ BnB experience 
out there, where folks can canoe back to the compound.
What an opportunity - With city approval, something cool could definitely be done here.

Unique compound with more room to grow; the opportunity of a lifetime.  Carpe Diem!
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Survey   0f 41-43 n. Delaware Dr. Easton PA  18042

large commercial garage space 
along rte. 611, plus 2 floors
that are approved for 
2 more residential units.

3 spacious
residential 
lofts, plus a
lower level 
garage and gym

Natural ‘ramp’
path down to 
the riverside610.252.2552

5-6 more
parking spaces
are condo’d
(a parcel away)
to go with the 
sale.


